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POLYGONAL JOINTING NEAR THE MARGIN OF THE HONG KONG GRANITE

P.G.D. Whiteside, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partner;

INTRODUCTION

In the various rocks throughout Hong Kong one can find examples
of most types of joints. Particularly prevalent are tectonic joints related
to the regional structure and, in the granitic rocks, joints parallel to and
normal to the local igneous contact. These joints in the granite are usually
taken to reflect stress changes related to the cooling of the pluton (Gamon
and Finn, 1984).

Hills (1972) discusses joints parallel to the plutonic contact
and notes that they can be related to flow direction of the magma and also
be formed as a secondary feature due to stress relief resulting from erosion
of overburden. When of the latter, secondary type they are called sheeting
joints.

In two localities in Hong Kong, both near the granite contact,
a development of polygonal jointing with the axis of the polygons at right
angles to the contact, have been observed.

These joints which are akin to columnar jointing are probably
related to the stress changes associated with the cooling of the granite.

LOCALITY A

Figure 1 shows the position of Locality A near Tsuen Wan, HK Grid
Ref. 830215E 8246 245N. The rock outcropping is equigranular medium grained
granite with localised areas of fine grained granite; in addition there are
thin basalt and feldsparphyric rhyolite dykes. This locality lies on the
1:20,000 Hong Kong Geological Survey Sheet 7 (Shatin) on which this pattern
of outcrops can be seen in the broader context of the area. (Dr. R. Addison,
written communication, April 1986).

It can be inferred from the published 1:50,000 geological map
(Allen and Stephens, 1971) that the general granite contact in this area
probably dips gently to the south-west or west and, before erosion, was
perhaps only a few hundred metres above Locality A.

The pattern of jointing in the granite is quite consistent. This
pattern is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows an equal area density plot
of the results of a joint survey. The joint measurements were made in the
general area of Locality A on all varieties of granite but particular
attention was paid to the outcrops of fine grained granite at Locality A
(Plates 1 and 2). The contours indicate the centres of concentrations. They
do not show relative frequency of occurrence. The intensity of some
concentrations reflects the fact that the joints of some orientations were
more obvious in the field and so more readings were taken.
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Fig. 1 Plan showing Localities A and B.
(After Allen & Stephens, 1971)

There are three main types of joint present

Polygonal Tension Joints

Poles to these near vertical joints lie on a great circle as
shown in Figure 2. Joint poles are not evenly distributed around this circle
but are apparently grouped at intervals of about 30 degrees. Within the
medium grained granite there are usually two main directions developed while
in the fine grained granite there are three or more. Those in the fine grained
granite form near vertical polygonal columns (Plates 1 and 2).

These joints are generally smooth, planar, persistent parallel to
the polygon axis and, on a scale visible with a hand lens, they show no signs
of having suffered shear movement. For this reason and because in the fine
grained granite especially, simultaneous formation of three directions of shear
joint is unlikely, these joints are taken to have formed as a result of tensile
stresses. Joint spacing is typically 200 to 400 mm.

Joints Subparallel To Granite Contact

These gently dipping, smooth, planar but not very persistent joints
can be seen to be consistently but not strongly developed. The surfaces of
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these joints also indicate that they are probably tension joints. They are
commonly spaced between 50 and 500 mm and in Hong Kong might tend to be called
sheeting joints even although in this locality they are apparently primary
joints. Of particular interest is the fact that, as shown on Figure 2, they
are essentially normal to the axes of the polygonal columns.

Later Shear Joints

These joints are thought to be a later development because they
are different in character to those already described and because locally they
appear to displace the other tension joints. These joints usually consist of
a concentration of many closely spaced shear planes giving an overall "joint
thickness" of 50-100 mm. They are developed on a 2 to 5 metre spacing, are
very persistent - commonly for 10-20 metres - and usually have thin coatings
of clay grade material. They are best seen in the rock face at HK Grid
830260E 8214700N.

Other Joints And Faults

There exist throughout the area minor faults and local, usually
impersistent developments of joints whose orientation lies outside the major
groupings already discussed.

Plates 1 & 2 Polygonal jointing in fine grained granite, Locality A.



Discussion

From the nature of the joint surfaces and from their consistently
maintained mutual orientation it seems likely that the polygonal tension joints
and the joints subparallel to the granite contact represent a single period of
joint development possibly associated with the cooling phase of the granite.

The similarity between this development and that of the well known
columnar, cooling related, jointing fQund typically in basaltic sills is
clearly to be remarked on. As Hills points out (1972 P. 37)4) the presence

of such cooling joints in plutonic rock is however uncertain. Nevertheless
the polygonal as opposed to rectangular nature does argue in favour of them
being primary, cooling related columnar jointing. The more obviously polygonal
development in the fine grained granite is perhaps not unexpected since it is
commonly observed that joints in a particular lithology are often more intensely
developed in fine grained units than in adjacent coarser units of the same
lithology. (The fine grained granite was probably emplaced slightly later than
the medium grained at a time when the cooling process had already started - hence
its smaller grain size. This is also a possible contributory factor.)

LOCALITY B

Figure 1 shows the position of Locality B, approximate HK Grid Ref.
8363E 8139N, (the rock exposures near the highest point of 'Black's Link'
between Wan Chai Gap and Middle Gap). The 1:20,000 Hong Kong Geological Survey
Sheet 11 (Hong Kong and Kowloon) shows vitric tuff of the Ap Lei Chau
Formation at this locality, with an irregular, but essentially flat-lying
contact with the underlying medium grained granite only 50 metres to the
east-northeast (P.J. Strange, written communication, April 1986).
Dr. R.L. Langford (oral communication, April 1986) has drawn attention to the
polygonal jointing in the tuff at this Locality. A detailed joint survey is
not presented here but observations show that joints are present in the form
of near-vertical polygonal columns. The columns are truncated by a persistent
gently dipping joint set which is apparently unrelated to the polygons
in that it does not maintain a constant angular relation to them. Plate 3
shows an area where the polygons are nearly hexagonal.	 Most of the polygon

faces are only persistent parallel to the column axes.

This tuff is close to the granite contact and it must have undergone
a marked temperature rise during granite emplacement - probably accompanied by
thermal metamorphism. Subsequent to this there will have been a cooling stage
during which related stress changes possibly resulted in the formation of these
polygonal structures. Hills (1972 pp.111-112) discusses the formation of this
type of jointing (which he terms prismatic) and shows an example of rectangular
columns produced in sandstone near the contact with a basalt sill (Plate 14).

CONCLUSIONS

As Price points out (1966	 .159-160) in his discussion on the

release of strain energy by the formation of tensile fractures it is only under
conditions of complete isotropy that one would expect the ideal hexagonal
development of joints to appear. In Localities A and B lithological and
structural variations seem to have resulted in the development of irregular
polygonal columns. Nevertheless these columns which are orientated with their
axes normal to the local cooling surface appear to be related to the stress changes

accompanying cooling.

I
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DRAFT

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF

HONG KONG, 1986

1. The Geological Society of Hong Kong held its Fourth Annual General

Meeting at	 Hong Kong Uriveri$y on Thursday 8 May 1986.

Twenty one members attended. Apologies were received from C. Dutton

and P. Whiteside.

2. The Chairman of the society, Dr A.D. Burnett, chaired the meeting.

The meeting was called to order at 5.45 p.m.

3. The minutes of the Annual Meeting of 20 May 1985 were adopted.

4. Chairman's report

The Chairman reported on progress during the year since the A.C.M.
held on 20 May 1985, including the programme of 15 general technical sessions
and ie1d meetings of the Society (not counting those mentioned below)
andAof the Marine Studies Group and Teacher's Group. Among highlights,
the Third Joint Annual Meeting with the Geotechnical Group of the Hong
Kong Engineers, in April 1986, and the continuing strength of links with
the Ceotechnical Group were noted. Also of note were the growing ties
with geologists in Guangzhou and Shenzhen, with reciprocal visits
taking place during the year, and the excursion to Guilin in October 1985.

It was noted that the Newsletter had continued to appear regularly
at 2-month intervals throughout the year, that Bulletin No. 2 had been
published in mid-1985 and that a special publication had been issued
containing papers presented at the seminar organized by the Marine
Studies Group in September 1985 on the Marine Geology of Hong Kong and

the Pearl River Mouth.

The Chairman also outlined future plans, notably progress on the
regional conference on geology in urban development in East and Southeast
Asia in Hong Kong to be held in December 1986 in cooperation with Unesco,
the International Union of Geological Sciences and the Association of
Ceoscientists for International Development.

5. Treasurer's report

The Treasurer reported on the financial situation at 31.12.85, 	 noting a

net decline in the society's assets over the calendar year of $3,094.70,
to $113,160.30. Adequate funds were in hand to cover expenditures in
the current calendar year.

R. Langford asked whether there was any reason why none of the
Stephen Hui donation has been spent. The Chairman replied that so far the
Committee had not identified any justifiable reason to use any of
this capital sum, bearing in mind it was income-generating (admittedly now
at very low rates of interest) and provided a fund which the society
could draw on when advance funding was needed, e.g. in planning conferences or
issuing publications against subsequent reimbursement by means of fees or
sales.

J
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6. Membership

The Secretary reported the following:-

Honorary	 Resident	 Overseas	 Student	 Total

Membership at
20.5.85	 9	 234	 10	 16	 269

Membership at
31.12.85	 9	 268	 15	 19	 311

Membership at
8.5.86	 9	 219	 16	 6	 250

No active recruitment of student members had been undertaken in
1985. All members had been reminded, up to three times, via the newsletter
and circulars, to renew their subscriptions for 1986, but rather a large
number had not done so. The number of formal resignations was 1. The
fall in membership since 31.12.85 reflects mainly the large number of
resident members (64) who had not renewed their subscriptions (61
the year before) and a smaller number of newly-elected members than in
the equivalent period last year. The number would gradually increase
again through the year.

7. General Committee for 1986-87

The Secretary reported that no nominations had been received other than
those of the nominations committee. This meant that a ballot was not
required. The General Committee of the Society for 1986-87, to take
office upon adjournment of the Annual General Meeting, was declared
to be as followed:-

Chairman	 Dr A.D. Burnett
Vice-Chairman	 Mr K.W. Lee

Secretary	 Dr D.R. Workman

Editor	 Mr E.P.Y. Chau
Treasurer	 Mr M.J. Atherton
Members	 Mr C. Dutton

Mr M.D. Howat
Mr K.W. Lai
Dr R.L. Langford
Mr C.M. Lee
Mr P.S. Nau
Mr K.L. Siu

On behalf of the society the Chairman expressed thanks to W. Yim,

retiring Committee member and Vice-Chairman 1982 to 1985, for his
services on the committee.

8. Appreciation

A vote of thanks to the University for allowing the meeting to be
held on its premises was proposed and carried unanimously.

There being no further business, the Chairman declared the meeting
closed at 6.30 p.m.
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Fig. 2 Equal area density plot of joint poles at Locality A.

ADDENDUM

Engineering Significance Of Polygonal Jointing

To the rock engineer interested in designing stable slopes the
recognitiion of the presence of polygonal jointing is important since it can
significantly reduce the number of possible failures which have to be analysed.
That is, the intersecting faces of polygons, such as are shown on Figure 2,
can clearly give rise to a large number of potential wedge failures. However,
because the poles of all these faces lie on a great circle the axes of all
possible wedges lie in exactly the same direction namely that represented by
the pole of the great circle.
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Plate 3 Polygonal jointing in volcanic tuff, Locality B.

Plate 11
Polygonal (prismatic)
jointing in sandstone
at the contact with a
basalt sill.
Taken from Hills, 1912,
Fig. v-6
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UPPER TRIASSIC STRATA ALONG THE SHORELINE AT NAI CHUNG FERRY PIER, NAI CHUNG,
NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG.

Nat, Pak Sun, University of Hong Kong.

INTRODUCTION

Sedimentary rocks exposed along the shoreline at Nai Chung ferry
pier (Figure 1) were previously ascribed to the Repulse Bay Formation of Middle
to Upper Jurassic age as a sedimentary intercalation within pyroclastic rocks
(Allen and Stephens, 1971). However, the lithological characteristics are
somewhat similar to those of the Tolo Channel Formation (Uglow, 1926) or the
Tolo Harbour Formation (Ruxton, 1960). There are no published records of
fossils from the rocks at Nai Chung.

The discovery of an ammonite (Sinoceltites sp.) and other macrofauna
by the writer in January 1986, indicates that the age of the rock sequence at
Nai Chung is Upper Triassic.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

A faulted sequence of sedimentary rocks occurs along the shoreline
at Nai Chung ferry pier (Figure 1). It includes sandstone, siltstone, mudstone
and shale as well as conglomerate. The grain size of the sediments appears
to be coarser in the lower part of the sequence and finer in the upper part.
The fine-grained rocks in the upper part contain floral and faunal remains.
Neither the top nor the base of the sequence are seen. The lower part of the
sequence has been intruded by granite and the upper part is covered by recent
alluvial and marine deposits. The aggregate thickness of the exposed sedimentary
sequence is estimated to be greater than 52 metres.

The rocks strike roughly ENE (0500 - 0700) and dip SSE at angles
ranging from 144

0
 to 68 . The rocks have been displaced by several high-angle

strike faults. Because of the granite intrusion the rocks are slightly
metamorphosed. Pink to grey, medium-grained granite is exposed along the coast
to the west of the pier. The granite intrudes the arenaceous sediments,
causing alteration of the minor argillaceous cementing materials to form
yellowish green talc and sericite. The contact is partly faulted.

Almost all the faults affecting the sedimentary sequence are strike
faults, with strikes roughly parallel to that of bedding planes. Many of the
faults dip SSE at angles ranging from 76 0 to 87°, but one of them dips NNW at
610. The existence of mylonite, cleavage and small-scale folding along most
of the faults indicates that they are mainly compressional in nature. However,
a NE-trending fault just next to the pier has a fracture zone about 2 to 2.5 m
in width and seems to be tensional in nature. A conglomerate layer has been
affected by this fracture zone, so the zone contains not only angular fragments
but also well-rounded pebbles from the conglomerate. This fracture zone has
been subjected to silicification forming quartzitic rocks and also to pyrite
mineralization.

—7-
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ROCK SEQUENCE

The exposed rock sequence from young to old is given below

Unit
	

Description	 Thickness

12	 Black carbonaceous shale, cleaved with cleavage	 >2m0	 0
dipping N55 E at 82 . It yields indeterminate
plant remains, lamellibranchs: Modiolus sp.,
Bakevelloides sp., ?Halobia sp. and the gastropod:
Euomphalus sp.

11	 Yellowish grey micacious mudstone locally with 	 Around 7m
black carbonaceous mudstone. The boundaries
between unit 12 and 10 are not sharp. The unit
yields plant remains, the ammonite: Sinoceltites
sp., Lamellibranchs: Modiolus sp., Bakevelloides
sp., ?Falcimytilus sp. and the gastropod:
Naticopsis sp.

10
	

Greyish red micaceous mudstone. It yields the
gastropod: Worthenia sp.

9
	

Black carbonaceous shale and mudstone. It is
locally slate-like.

8
	

Dark grey to black mudstone with shale.

7
	

Reddish grey argillaceous siltstone with
discontinuous thin layers of siltstone.

6	 Grey conglomerate. It is quartzitic and hard.
Pebbles composed of sandstone, siltstone and
quartzite are about 2 to 3cm in size with the
largest about 10cm.

Fault

5	 Grey laminated siltstone with fine-grained
sandstone.

Black to dark grey slaty shale with lenticular
fine-grained sandstone. The lenses are about
0.3 to im in width and around 2 to 3m in length.
At the base of this unit, laminated siltstone
with cross-bedding (about 30cm thick) and
mudstone (about 60cm thick) can be seen locally.

3	 Brownish yellow fine to medium-grained sandstone.
The rock is moderately sorted containing small
pebbles about 1.5 to 2mm in size. Muscovite can
be seen in the rock.

>lOm

About 4.5m

About 5m

About 7.5m

>0. 5,m

About Sm

About Sm

>3m
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Fault

2	 Grey quartzitic fine-grained pebbly sandstone	 >14m
with muscovite about 1%.

Grey quartzitic grit (or fine-grained conglomerate)	 >2m
with unequal grain size ranging from 1.5 to 5mm.
Argillaceous materials in the rock have been
altered to yellowish green talc and sericite.

FOSSIL ASSEMBLAGES

Fossil collection was made during the period from late 1985 to
early 1986. The fossils collected include fauna and indeterminate flora.
The fossils were collected from 5 localities, labelled from A to E as shown
in Figure 1, distributed in the Units 10, 11 and 12. Unit 11 has yielded
most of the fossils found. The faunal association shows that bivalves
constitute the bulk of the fauna, though many specimens are of the same
genera.

The fossils were identified by Professor Q.H. Wu in the Department
of Geology, Zhongshan University, partly based on the fossils themselves and
partly on photographs. Some of the fossils from Unit 12 are too small
(about 2mm) to be identified.

Fossil assemblages and ages identified are as follows

Locality	 Age

Ammonite:

Sinoceltities sp. (Plate 1, a)	 D	 Upper Triassic

L,amellibranchs

Modiolus sp. (Plate 1, b) 	 A,B	 Upper Triassic

Bakevelloides sp. (Plate 1, a)	 A,B	 Upper Triassic

?Halobia sp.	 B	 Middle to Upper Triassic

?Faacimytilus sp.	 (Plate 1,d)	 B	 Upper Triassic

?Astarte sp. (Plate 1,e)	 C	 Triassic to Jurassic

Gastropods:

Naticopsis sp. (Plate 1,g) 	 C	 Middle Devonian to Triassic

Worthenia sp. (Plate 1,g)	 Devonian to Triassic

Euomphalus sp. (Plate 1, h)	 A	 Ordovician to Jurassic

(*Identified by the writer)

DISCUSSION

The age of the ammonite and the bivalves is given by Professor Wu as
Upper Triassic. The gastropods, however, are not diagnostic and have a long
time range from Early Palaeozoic to Early Mesozoic.

l 1-



It is worth notice that, although the ammonite Sinoceltites sp. was
found in Hong Kong, its occurrence has not yet been reported in South China.
It has, however, been found in Provinces in West China such as Sichuan and
xicang (Tibet) (Professor Q.J. Wu, pers. comm.).

According to Nan (1979), the lithofacies of the Lower Triassic in
Guangdong Province is neritic carbonates (limestone, argillaceous limestone
and oolitic limestone) with clastic rocks (sandstone and shale), and that of
the Middle Triassic is neritic and littoral elastics (sandstone, siltstone
and shale) while that of the Upper Triassic in Central Guangdong (Xiaoping
Formation) is littoral (or neritic) clastics (sandstone, siltstone, carbonaceous
mudstone with conglomerate and coal seams). The bivalves Modiolus and
Bakevelloides found in Hong Kong are also found in rocks of the Xiaoping
Formation.

SUMMARY

The biota shows that the sequence has been deposited in littoral
conditions. The ammonite and the bivalves found indicate that the sequence
is Upper Triassic.
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ARTICLES WANTED

The Editor seeks contributions for future issues of the Newsletter.
We are looking for short technical articles on any geoscience topics (see
guidelines on the inside front cover of this issue), as well as news itorn,
commentary, book reviews and interesting photographs.

Also welcome are comments on the Newsletter content and format,
and ideas for improvement.
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DISTRIBUTION OF METALS IN SOME BLACKISH SHALES OF HONG KONG

W.W.S. Yirn, Dept. of Geography & Geology. University of Hong Kong
C.Y. Ng, Magna Industrial Company of Australia, Hong Kong.

INTRODUCTION

The term 'black shale' usually implies that the sediment was
deposited in a marine or brackish water environment in contrast to carbonaceous
shale and coal which are usually formed in a non-marine environment (Vine &
Tourtelot 1970). Some beds of black shale are known to contain metallic elements
in concentrations more than a hundred times their average crustal abundance
(Krauskopf 1955). Cody (1971) found that the absorption on clay minerals greatly
affected the reliability of trace elements as environmental indicators for
ancient shales. This may have been responsible for the lack of success in
attempts to relate trace elements to depositional environments (Potter et al.
1980). Nevertheless, the study of the distribution of metals in shales from
known depositional environments may provide clues for assisting stratigraphic
correlation.

In Hong Kong 'black' or at least 'blackish' shales occur in the
Tolo Harbour Formation and in sedimentary intercalations of the Repulse Bay
Formation (Allen & Stephens 1971). 'Blackish' is used in the present study
to include the paler or greyish varieties of shales which occur. On the basis
of fossils occurring within the shales which have been identified, the
depositional environments are variable from marine to terrestrial. However,
the darker 'black' shales which may for example be found in the Tolo Channel
near. Lai Chi Chong, are thought to be enriched in carbonaceous materials.
This is indicated by the low specific gravity of the shales.

In this study, blackish shales from four localities in the north-
eastern part of the New Territories have been collected for the geochemical
determination of twenty-two metallic elements. The four localities are Ping
Chau, Lai Chi Chong, Nai Chung and Ma Shi Chau (Figure 1). There are two main
objectives. Firstly, to determine whether the blackish shales are enriched in
heavy metals including copper, zinc, cadmium and lead, and, if so, whether these
shales could be a major contributor of these metals to recent marine sediments
in Tolo Harbour. Secondly, to determine whether geochemical differences exist in
shales from different depositional environments in order to facilitate stratigraphic
correlation.

METHODS

A summary of information on the sampling localities is given in
Table 1. At each locality, over 500 g of shales was collected for chemical
analysis. Two samples were collected from Lai Chi Chong, one from above
the High Water Mark (HWM) and the other from below the HWM. This was to
permit investigation of the possible effects of' sea water in the intertidal
zone.

The chemical composition of the shales were de t ermined by inductively
Coupled Plasma System (ICP) using methods of the Applied Geochemistry Research
Group, Imperial College. A direct reading ARL 3 14000 ICP Quantometer was used
to measure the content of twenty-two metallic elements after sample digestion
using a mixture of hydrofluoric, nitric and perchloric acids. The metals studied
were lithium, beryllium, sodium, magnesium, aluminium, phosphorus, potassium,
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Fig. 1 Location map of the sampling localities..

Locality

Lai Chi Chong
(above HWM)

Lai Chi Chong
(below HWM)

Ma Shi Chau

Nai Chung

Ping Chau

Formation
(after Allen &	 Colour
Stephens 1971)

Repulse Bay	 Black

Repulse Bay	 Black

Tolo Harbour	 Greyish

Repulse Bay
	

Greyish-
black

Repulse Bay
	

Brownish-
black

Environment
of Deposition

Terrestrial

Terrestrial

Marine

Marine ?

Lacustrine

Remarks

Carbonaceous; plant
fossils present

Carbonaceous; blant
fossils present

Marine fossils
present

Severely fractured
and cleaved

Plant fossils
present

Table 1	 Summary of information on the sampling localities.
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calcium, titanium, vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper,
zinc, strontium, cadmium, barium, lanthanum and lead. The overall precision of
the method is better than ±15 per cent at the 95 per cent confidence level.
Further information and discussions on the method can be obtained from course
notes on environmental sampling, analysis and analytical quality control
available from Imperial College (1983).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The metal distribution in Hong Kong shales and average shale are
summarized in Table 2.

The colour of the two blackest samples, both from Lai Chi Chong,
have not been found to be related to the enrichment of any of the metals
investigated. This is in agreement with the suggestion of Potter et al. (1980)
that the amount of organic carbon present is an important and partly independent
controlling factor of colour. Both samples are indicated by their low specific
gravities to have a high organic carbon content. At Nai Chung, the greyish-
black shale of probable marine origin is found to show the highest concentrations
in F, K, Ti, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ba and Pb. Because this sample is located in a
zone of extensive fracturing and shearing with vertical or near-vertical beds,
post-depositional cementation by mineralizing fluids enriched in these metals
is likely to be the cause.

The two La! Chi Chong samples are found to contain similar amounts
of Li, Ti, V, Cr, Co, Ni, Cd and Ba, while other metals show differences. Be,
F, Sr, La and Pb are enriched in the sample above HWM, and Na, Mg, Al, K, Ca,
Mn, Fe, Cu and Zn are enriched in the sample below HWM. The enrichment of
metals in the former suggest leaching of these metals by sea water when the
shales occur below the HWM. In the latter, the increase in metals found
enriched in sea water including Na, Mg, K and Ca is consistent with the
immersion of the shales at high water and the deposition of salt on the surface
of the rock as sea water evaporated.

There is good agreement between metal distribution and the
environment of deposition of the blackish shales. Terrestrial shales
represented by the two La! Chi Chong samples are found to show the highest
concentrations of Be and K, and the lowest concentrations of Li, Na, Mg, Al,
P, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr, La and Pb. Marine shales,
best represented by the Ma Shi Chau sample, contain the highest concentrations
of Al, V and Cr, and the lowest concentration of Be. On the other hand, the
lacustrine shales of Ping Chau which contain acmite and zeolite minerals
(Peng 1971a and 1971b), show the highest concenttrations of Li, Na, Mg, Ca,
Mn, Zn, Sr and La. This is in agreement with the highly saline and alkaline
environment necessary for the formation of zeolite minerals.

The mean metal content of the analysed shales is comparable to the
average shale value given by Levinson (196 14) and Pettijohn (1975) in the case
of only four metals, Na, Al, K and Cd. Li, Be, Ti, La and Pb exceed the
average shale content by more than 25 per cent while Mg, P, Ca, V, Cr, Mn,
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr and Ba contents are more than 25 per cent less than
those of the average shale. For Ti, the Nai Chung sample with 51,000 ppm is
largely responsible for the high Hong Kong mean. Hong Kong shales are below
average in the enrichment of heavy metals, with the possible exception of lead.
They are therefore unlikely to be a major source of Cu, Zn and Cd in the recent
marine sediments of Tolo Harbour.
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Several workers (e.g. Vinogrador & Ronor 1956, Van Moort 1972) have
reported significantly higher potassium content in Palaeozoic shales than in

younger  shales. However, the Ma Shi Chau sample in the present study, which

is of Permian age, is found to contain the lowest potassium content, 17,500 ppm.

The 
three samples from the Jurassic Repulse Bay Formation all contain 21,000 ppm

or 
more. The present findings are therefore not in support of these workers.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the adsorption and fixation of metals to clay minerals in
shales are dependent on many factors which are poorly understood at present,
the metal distribution in shales may assist the understanding of their origin.
In the present study, a knowledge of the environment of deposition determined

from fossi l and mineralogic evidence as well as the post-depositional history

i s found to be useful in accounting for the distribution of metals in blackish
shales of Hong Kong. As a source of heavy metals, based on the low concentra-
tions found, the shales are unlikely to be a major contributor to recent marine
sediments in Tolo Habour. However, only a small number of samples have been
investigated. The geochemical characteristics of blackish shales is suggested
to be a useful tool in stratigraphic correlation on a local scale. Further
studies are warranted.
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TEACHERS GROUP

The Teacher's Group, established in November 1984, held five
field meetings in 1985, including boat trips to islands of Mirs Bay and
Rocky Harbour and to the West Brother Island and Chek Lap Kok, and two
indoor meetings. Four field meetings and a lecture meeting have been
scheduled for the first half of 1986 and an excursion to central China
is being organized for July (see 'Forthcoming Events').

The Group currently has more than 60 members. A 5-person
steering committee has been set up, consisting of KEUNG Hon-ming,
LAM Lai-fong, LAM Wing-po, LIU Kwok-hung and POON Yuen-han.

Details of the group's acitivities are mailed directly to its
members and not normally announced in the Newsletter. There is no
additional subscription for membership of the group. Enquiries should
be addressed to :-

Mr. KEUNG Hon-ming,
5/F, 6D, Babington Path,
Hong Kong.

Tel.: 31405916 (school)
5-492720 (home)

Teaching Aids

The society possesses a collection of 200 35mm colour slides of
Hong Kong geology in 5 sets of 40, donated by Dr. Workman of the University
of Hong Kong. The sets, intended for general educational use, cover the
following topics or themes

- Igneous rocks
- Sedimentary rocks
- Weathering
- Geology and scenery
- eology :i dcveicpment

Thc sets are av lihlc for ins pection and short-period loan
(collection and return by hand only). The slides may be copied for personal
use.
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VISIT TO GUILIN, OCTOBER 1985.

Ten members of the society visited Guilin from 18 to 23 October, 1985.

The first leg of the journey, from Hong Kong to Guangzhou, was by ship
(overnight) and the remaining stages by air. On arrival in Guangzhou, the party
was met by representatives of the Guangdong Seismological Bureau, which kindly
took care of the transit arrangements and provided transporation. The first
stop was at the Bureau, for refreshments and a meeting with the Director,
Prof. Ding Yuang Zhang (Hon. Member). This was followed by a tour of some of
the scenic parts of the city, and then lunch at the airport before our early
afternoon departure for Guilin.

At Guilin, we were accommodated in the very comfortable guest house of
the College of Geology, courtesy of the President of the College,
Prof. Yuan Kuirong. On the first morning in Guilin the group was introduced
to the staff and work of the Institute before being shown round the geological
museum. This was followed by a visit to the Institute of Karst Geology, located
in another part of town, where Prof. Yuan Daoxian, Director of the Institute,
gave an illustrated talk about the geology of the Guilin area and the work of
the Institute. We were shown round the Insitute's impressive Exhibition Hall,
a must for any geologically-minded visitor to Guilin, and apparently not on the
regular tourist itinerary at present. That afternoon and subsequently we visited
several of the limestone hills and caves in and near the city, as well as an
interesting archaeological museum at Zhenpiyan and an adjacent excavated
Neolithic cave-dwellers' site not at present open to the public.

One day was spent amidst the breathtaking tower karst scenery on the
famous Li River cruise from Yangti (the water was too low at the usual starting
point, Daxu) to Yangshuo. On another day, as a change from geology, a visit
was paid to the Guangxi Institute of Botany at Yanshan, about 20 km south of
Guilin.

All in all the itinerary was full and varied, provided a comprehensive
insight into the geology and natural history of the area.

The morning and evening of one day was taken up by a series of lectures
by members of the group to a large audience of staff and students of the College
of Geology and the Karst Institute. Topics ranged from tunnelling methods
(R. Treble) and geological work in Hong Kong (A.D. Burnett, M.D. Howat,
R. Shaw, D.R. Workman), to drainage basin studies and karst in Britain
W.L. Ternan and K. Gardner), all valiantly translated, verbatim, into
Putonghua by staff of the College and the Institute.

OUTLINE OF THE PRE-QUATERNARY GEOLOGY OF THE GUILIN - YANGSHUO AREA

The karstic limestone and dolomite of the Guilin area comprise the upper
and major part of a series that ranges without any significant stratigraphic
break from Lower Devonian to Lower Carboniferous. This series occupies almost
the whole area between Guilin and Yangshuo.

Cambrian strata (sandstones and shales) are exposed in inliers along
major anticlinal folds east and west of the Li River south of Guilin (see map).
An angular unconformity separates the Cambrian and Devonian rocks. "Caledonian"
(pre-Devonian) granite is exposed in one area east of the Li River.
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Fig. 1 Outline Reo].ogical map of Gilin - Yangshuo area, Guangxi Province,
China. (Source : Geological Map of Guilin 1:100,000)
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The Devonian begins with abasalconglomerate followed by mudstones
and sandstones. This succession is exposed along the axes of anticlines
trending generally N-S (see map). One small inlier of these Lower Devonian
rocks along the Li River just north of Yangshuo gives rise to 'normal' scenery
in striking contrast to the tower karst all along the river further upstream.
The remainder of the succession, beginning in the Middle Devonian, is virtually
all thick-bedded limestone and dolomite.
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The Devonian-Carboniferous succession is only gently folded. Over

large areas, dips are in the range 10-25 , locally steeper. There is a series
of prominent faults, both normal and reverse, generally parallel to the main
fold axes.

The only post-Carboniferous, pre-Quaternary rocks seen in the Guilin
area are Lowest Cretaceous red beds, which locally include a basal limestone
conglomerate. These occur only as a few small outliers, notably in the broad
valley south of Guilin. There is one interesting case of a karst tower capped
by the Cretaceous conglomerate, The erosion surface marked by present-day
summit levels of the karstic mountains is believed to be pre-Cretacous feature.

APPRECIATION

Throughout our stay we enjoyed lavish hospitality, including two
banquets, and painstaking organization, for which we thank equally
Prof. Yuan Kuirong and Yuan Daoxian and their staffs, especially those staff
who devoted much time and effort to acting as guides and interpreters. Thanks
are also due to Prof. Ding for this kind arrangements during our brief stopover
in Guangzhou en route from Hong Kong, and last but not least to Mr. Lee Kwan-wing
for much hard work in Hong Kong planning and organizing the trip.

D.R. Workman, R. Shaw, A.D. Burnett

Photos : R. Treble

1986-1987 GENERAL COMMITTEE

The General Committee's list of 12 nominees was circulated with
the November 1985 Newsletter, with the announcement of the approved increase
in size of the Committee from 9 to 12. No additional nominations have been
received in the allotted period. The composition of the 1986-87 Committee,
to take office immediately following the 1986 Annual General Meeting, will
therefore be as follows :-

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Secretary
Editor
Treasurer
Committee Members

A.D. Burnett*

K.W. Lee*
D.R. Workman*

E.P.Y. Chau*
M.J. Atherton*
C. Dutton*

M.D. Howat
K.W. Lai*
R.L. Langford
C.M. Lee*
P.S. Nau
K.L. Siu

(Geotechnical Control Office)
(Charles Haswell & Partners)
(Hong Kong University)
(Binnie & Partners)
(Hong Kong Polytechnic)
(Binnie & Partners)
(Mass Transit Railway Corp.)
(Geotechnical Control Office)
(Geotechnical Control Office)
(Hong Kong Polytechnic)
(Hong Kong University)
(Freeman Fox & Partners)

' Present Committee Member/Position Holder
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REPORT ON THE FIELD EXCURSION TO SHENZHEN & DAYA BAY, 15TH - 16TH MARCH, 198 ,^L

A. Hanien

At the almost reasonable hour of 8:30 a.m., the largest party from
the Geological Society of Hong Kong yet to visit China, under the invitation
of the Geological Society of Shenzhen, gathered at Kowloon Station.
Seventy-seven geologists and accompanying family members proved quite a
handful for Mr. C.M. Lee as he shepherded us onto the KCR on the journey to
the border. By 10:45 a.m., even the stragglers had cleared immigration
formalities and were safety ensconced aboard the fleet of minibuses provided
by our hosts outside Shenzhen Railway Station - the party having been
officially met and welcomed by Mr. ZHOU De-yu, Chairman of the Shenzhen
Geological Bureau.

The party was first taken to inspect a newly installed fault-
movement monitoring station at the Huangbeiling Fault on the north-eastern
side of the city. The narrative was given by Mr. ZHOU De-yu, and was ably
translated by Mr. Paul Cheung. Eight monuments have been erected across the
fault, apparently providing the capability to detect movements in 3 dimensions
to an accuracy of 0.1 mm.

This fault, in common with the Shawan fault at the second location
visited, was said to trend approximately SW-NE and dip at some 45 degrees to
the NW. On the Huangbeiling fault, migmatite was reported to form thehanging
wall, overlying Carboniferous phyllites possibly of the Ceshui Member. The
bedrock is however very deeply weathered; this was particularly noticable as
the monuments were constructed in long deep trenches excavated into the
hillside (Plate 1). The nature of the rock types was not apparent from
field inspection at the site visited in the time available.

Although no observatory has been erected at the Shawan fault, the
identification of the fault plane was considerably clearer than at the first
stop because we were able to inspect the sides of a small quarry excavated in
relatively fresh granite containing the fault plane. Bounded by breccias and
mylonites, the central mylonite zone has been, extensively chioritized,
highlighting the fault zone by a striking blue-green swarth across the pink
granite rock (Plate 2).

Following lunch at the offices of the Shenzhen Geological Bureau,
we set off to visit the Henggang marble quarry. On the way, a stop was made
at a recently equipped and commissioned trimming and polishing factory in
Shenzhen where we were able to see the marble slabs being turned into finished
pieces. The manager informed us that over 70 per cent of this marble is
exported.

A half-hour drive northeast of Shenzhen took us to the marble
quarry and primary cutting shed which housed the large diameter rotary and
gang saws. The quarry, which is located in the floor of a long narrow valley,
contains a steeply dipping band of Lower Carboniferous (Shidengzi Member)
marble. Although there is only a 5 metre overburden to the marble, its
valley-floor location may limit the workable depth of the outcrop although
reserves were purported to be large. In the areas of the quarry floor where
the overburden had been removed, the surface of the marble could be seen
to contain many karstic features (Plate 3).
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Plate 2 Geologists inspect and discuss the features of the Shawan Fault.
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A thrust fault limits the length of both the outcrop and the valley.
The marble is believed to be the result of contact metamorphism with the
underlying granite - a situation probably mirrored in Hong Kong where an
identical marble underlies the alluvial plains of Yuen Long.

At the evening dinner at our hotel in Shenzhen, Mr. Zhou formally
welcomed the group to Shenzhen and observed that friendly exchanges such as
the present one were mutually helpful. He then proceeded to describe the
types of work and responsibilities of the Shenzhen Geological Bureau, which
has grown over the past few years to include engineering geology and water
supply in addition to the 1:100,000 and 1:50,000 scale geological mapping.

Dr. Alister Burnett, in his response on behalf of the Society,
gave praise to our Shenzhen colleagues for the progress they have achieved
and agreed that these meetings were very useful. As a small token of
appreciation to the hosts, Dr. Burnett presented Mr. Zhon with copies of the
GSHK Bulletin No. 2 on Site Investigation Practice and the Proceedings of
the Seminar on the Marine Geology of Hong Kong.

Sunday morning saw the party rising early, ready for a long drive
eastwards to Daya Bay. Upon Arrival at the construction site of the nuclear
power station, Mr. Wu, the Chief Resident Engineer on site described the
details of the site geology, history and engineering specifications of the
project. Translation was ably provided by Mr. CHAN Yun-cheung, member of
our group.

The site had been selected after an extensive comparison of
alternatives. The first phase, extending from 1979 to 1982, considered
many alternative locations over a wise area and included extensive geological
mapping, an assessment of geological structures and in situ stresses. Three
possible locations were considered in the general area of the present site.
The site at Dakeng was finally selected after more detailed investigations
during the period 1983 to 1985. It is 45 km from Shenzhen and 52 km from
Hong Kong.

The Dakeng site lies astride a contact between Devonian sedimentary
rocks and a Mesozoic granite intrusion. The party was not able to see any
geological maps of the site or obtain a more detailed picture of the geological
structure in the time available. The reactor complex is to be constructed near
the contact between the granite and the partly metamorphosed (hornfelsed)
Devonian rocks. The two French-designed 900 Megawatt reactors are to be
founded on hornfelsed sedimentary bedrock rather than granite because of its
more favourable dynamic modulus. The reactors are to be of the pressure-water
type and are expected to be completed by 1993.

The talk was followed by a two hour walking tour around the site.
A large part of the site formation works have been completed but some
reclamation is continuing. We were fortunate to witness production and
finishing blasting using black powder (gunpowder - not normally used in Hong
Kong), distinctive as the 'Guy Fawkes Night' odour wafted across to us.

Following a packed lunch at the site office, the party toured the
nearby dam retaining the reservoir which will service the construction
requirements of the project and will later serve as an emergency cooling-
water reserve.
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Plate 3 The Henggang Marble Quarry. An outcrop of marble
visible in the left foreground has been stripped
of overburden and shows karstic microtopography
on its surface.
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Plate 24 Sea cliffs of the Xiasha red beds.
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The drive back to Shenzhen was broken at two points. At the first
intermediate halt we were able to observe the 15 to 20 m high coastal cliffs
(Plate )4) and wave-cut platform (Plate 5) formed in the Xiasha red. beds.
These consist.ed of dark red and grey, coarsely stratified conglomerates
containing lenses of finer sandstone. Purportedly of similar age to the
deposits at Ap Chau and Ledge Point, the Xiasha red beds contain boulders
and cobbles that are less rounded than at Ap Chau and include clasts of slate
and quartzite. These appeared to be from an alluvial fan environment..

A final brief stop was made at the beach resort of Xiaomeisha
before the group returned to Shenzhen, where coherence of the group crumbled
amidst the jostling crowds returning across the border to Hong Kong.

Thanks are due to Mr. C.M. Lee for organising this very enjoyable
visit and to Mr. ZHOU De-yu and his colleagues at the Geological Society of
Shenzhen for their splendid hospitality.

Plate 5 A wide wave-cut platform in the Xiasha red beds on
the eastern side of Mirs Bay.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

The Society welcomes the following new members who joined in
the period 1st January - 31st March 1986 :-

CHAN Lung-sang (Dr.), CHAN Tat-sang, CHEUNG Ping-yip (st.), CHU Wai-fu,
P.J. Clews, R. Ganeshanantham, HO Yui-man, B. Hudee (Miss), IP Kim-wai,
KO Koon-hong (Miss), LAI Ching-shan (Miss), LAI Wing-kin, LEUNG Wing-yuen (st.),
W. Meacham, NG Sai-kwong, TSE Siu-hung, Esther Wong (Ms.), WONG Hang-sing,
YEUNG Kwok-ming.

It
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REPORT ON THE 1MM CONFERENCE "ROCK ENGINEERING AND EXCAVATION IN AN

URBAN ENVIRONMENT"

In February Hong Kong was host to the first international conference
"Rock engineering and excavation in an urban environment" which was held at the

Sheraton Hotel.

The theme of the conference was planned by the Hong Kong Section of
the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy and the conference was run by the 1MM
with the cooperation of the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers.

The 1MM which was founded in 1892 was one of the founder members of
the Council of Engineering Institutions. The main concern of the 1MM has been
advancing the science and practice of the minerals industry and most 1MM members
throughout the world are involved in finding, extracting and refining minerals.
However in recent years the 1MM membership has increasingly included people
working in the field of civil engineering with interests ranging from site
investigation, rock and soil slope engineering, deep excavations and tunnelling.
In fact at present the 1MM membership in Hong Kong is almost entirely in this
field of engineering although many of those here also have expertise and
experience in mineral exploration and mining.

Two of the most widely used and quoted texts in rock engineering are
Hoek and Bray's Rock Slope Engineering and Hoek and Brown's Underground
Excavations in Rock, both published by the 1MM. As with all fields, there is
a constant need to refine and improve techniques and it was as part of this
process that the 1MM decided to hold the conference. The theme is very much a
timely one since, for various reasons, the constraint of an urban environment
is increasingly producing rock engineering problems which require special
consideration that are peculiar not to the nature of the work so much as the
area in which it is located. Hong Kong was an obvious venue for such a
conference both from a tchnical and a tourist point of view.

Nearly 150 delegates attended, 50 of whom came from overseas from
Europe, U.S.A., China, Malaysia, Australia and South Africa. The
Conference was opened by Bill Yuill, the President of the 1MM and himself an
exploration geologist. The delegates were then addressed by Evert Hoek who
had specially rearranged his hectic programme of worldwide commitments so
as to be able to attend the opening session. Dr. Hoek delivered a fascinating
keynote speech on the development of rock engineering over the past 25 years
and with his unrivalled experience was able to set the scene for the following
days of technical discussion.

Over 110 technical papers were presented in a series of theme sessions
devoted to topics of site investigation, design and excavation of rock slopes,
groundwater, deep excavations, drilling and blasting and underground excavations.

The sessions were arranged for the Rapporteur system in which a
group of papers were first summarized and then the authors and contributors
from the floor addressed specific key aspects. The system was very successful
in that not only was there a great deal of interesting spontaneous discussion
but also the attendance at the various sessions was maintained at a high level
throughout the conference - a fact remarked on by seasoned conference goers.
The sessions on drilling and blasting and tunnelling were almost standing room
only.

I
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All of the papers were included in a bound volume of preprints issued
before the conference. At present the various discussion items and authors'
replies are being collated and in June will be available as the full volume
of the Proceedings of the Conference. Judging from the opinions expressed at
the conference by the delegates it seems that the Proceedings will become an
essential part of rock engineering literature for civil engineering work.

On the day after the technical sessions the morning was devoted to
a visit to a rock excavation site on Tsing Yi Island where delegates saw a
variety of activities underway. All enjoyed the lunch generously provided by
Aoki Corporation and also the boat trip - even if it was over an hour late
in returning I

The afternoon of the same day was devoted to a whole range of
individual site visits with delegates being despatched to various parts of
Hong Kong, Kowloon and New Territories in small groups to see all sorts of
open and udnerground excavations. The list of the organisations and people
who made these visits possible is too extensive to give here but all those who
went on the trips expressed their thanks. In fact since then the 1MM here
has received letters of appreciation from Switzerland and the UK referring
particularly to the site visits.

The last tehcnical visit was an all day visit on Saturday, March
1st to Daya Bay and Shenzhen. A coach load of delegates attended this very
successful visit in which not only was the nuclear power station site visited,
for which thanks to Blasting Consultants Asia, but also various other areas
of interest including both portals of the Chinese constructed Sha Tau Kok road
tunnel, Shenzhen old quarry, stonecutters' works,etc. The tour ended with a
meal in the Shenzhen Hotel and a KCR trip back home.

Many of the conference activities were conceived as part social/
tourist value and this went down well with the overseas visitors particularly.
However there were a number of specific social events arranged starting with
the conference Reception held in the Sheraton. The 1MM decided to subsidise
the daily conference lunches and this provided a well patronised occasion
for delegates to continue the technical discussions or just to talk about
the best place to buy computer software.

The Conference Dinner, in Chinese Banquet style, was well attended
and gave those new to Hong Kong something out of the ordinary as far as food
goes. As with all conferences many made new contacts and in some cases renewed
old friendships.

Those in Hong Kong who originally conceived the idea of the conference
theme have been rewarded with the knowledge that the event was a great success -
even the weather was about as good as could have been expected for this time
of year.

The true success of any conference is however to be judged by the
use which is made of the volume of Conference Proceedings. With the large
number of excellent well documentated case histories presented and the very
pertinent discussions to be included, it seems that this volume, like Hoek
and Bray and Hoek and Brown, is set to be regularly used by those involved in
urban rock engineering.

Peter Whiteside
Secretary, Hong Kong Section of 1MM
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SYMPOSIUM ON THE ROLE OF GEOLOGY IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEAST

ASIA (LAN DPLAN Ill)

Progress Report (see Newsletter, v.3, no.6, November 1985, for full
description of the conference).

There has been a very good response to the call for papers. The
total number of papers indicated stood at 112 on April 10th, with about 66
Abstracts received and being reviewed. Responses have come from all the five
ASEAN countries, also China, India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Fiji,
among others.

The International Union of Geological Sciences has confirmed that it
will sponsor three guest speakers of international standing. Among other
overseas organizations, the French Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres
has offered several papers and consulting firms in Australia, the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom have expressed their intention or interest in contributing.

Organizing Committee

A large number of persons have been approached and have agreed to
assist in various capacities in organizing the symposium. Overall liaison is
being handled by Dr. A.D. Burnett (Chairman and technical programme),
Dr. D.R. Workman (Secretary and conference facilities), Mr. K.W. Lee (liaison
with China), Prof. C.J. Grant (liaison with Unesco), Mr. C. Dutton (Treasurer
and hotel accommodation), Mr. P.G.D. Whiteside (Abstracts and editorial) and
Mr. M.D. Howat (field trips and exhibitions). Sub-committees are being organized
to handle these matters as the need arises.

Anyone or any organization wishing to assist in or contribute to any
aspect of the symposium or its organization, especially in respect of training
course inputs (see below), site visits, exhibitions and demonstrations is
requested to contact the Chairman of the organizing committee, the Secretary or
any of the memebrs of the Committee named above. The address of the Organizing
Committee and the Secretary is : Geological Society of Hong Kong, do Department
of Geography and Geology, University of Hong Kong (Tel. 5-8592831 or 2836). The
Chairman, Dr. Burnett, may be contacted directly at the Geotechnical Control
Office, 6/F., Empire Centre, 68 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Tsui East, Kowloon
(Tel. 3-7211873) or at the Society's address, above.

Workshops/Training Courses

It is planned to hold short parallel sessions on some or all of the
following topics, to be presented mainly by Hong Kong speakers and invited guest
speakers, over a 2-day period (15-16 December) preceding the conference sessions
proper.

A Geological mapping in the urban environment

B Geotechnical area studies and terrain evaluation for
urban development

C Weathering profiles and subsurface excavations in tropical
areas

D Geological aspects of slope stability
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E Site investigation and laboratory testing

F Marine studies for harbours, reclamations and foundations

G Applications of geology in environmental protection

H Education of geologist for employment in civil engineering

In returns from the First Circular, interest has been expressed in
all of these topics by a total of more than 50 persons. All eight topics have
received at least 15 indications of interest in attending from outside Hong
Kong, and A, B, D and G more than 25 (the average response of the 53 shows
interest in about 314 topics per person responding).

It is not intended to hold to any rigid deadline for local contribution,
as the symposium is recognized as an opportunity to give wide exposure to the
range of engineering geological work going on currently in Hong Kong. So far
there have been about 15 Abstract submissions by Hong Kong authors. Anyone
wishing to submit Abstracts (200-500 words) should do so as soon as possible.

1985 IN RETROSPELT

The year was another busy one. A total of 20 events were organized
by the society. The Marine Studies Group and Teacher's Group, both
established in 1984, also continued to hold regular meetings. Two groups of
geoscientists from China, one from the Guangdong Seismological Bureau and one
from the South China Sea Institute of Oceanology, accepted invitations to
visit Hong Kong, and each participated in a special seminar. Field excursions
to Hainan, Guilin and the environs of Guangzhou and a one-day excursion to
Shenzhen were organized.

The Proceedings of the Conference held in December 198 14 on
"Geological Aspects of Site Investigation" were published in the summer of 1985
as Bulletin No. 2 of the Society, containing 17 papers. The collected papers
presented at the seminar on Marine Geology of Hong Kong and the Pearl River
Mouth (see below) were also issued as a special publication.

The Society undertook to organize a conference in Hong Kong in
December 1986 on 'The Role of Geology in Urban Development in Southeast Asia',
sponsored by the Association of Geoscientists for International Development
with the support of the International Union of Geological Sciences and the
Unesco Regional Network for Geosciences (see Newsletter v. 3 no. 6,
November 1985).

SUMMARY OF PROGRAMME

SPECIAL	 Aspects of the seismology of Guangdong
SEMINARS	 - lectures by member of the Guangdong

Seismological Bureau (July).

Marine Geology of Hong Kong and the Pearl
River Mouth (Whole-Day Meeting organized
by the Marine Studies Group) - lectures by
members of the society and staff of the
South China Sea Institute of Oceanology,
Guangzhou (September).

(Both seminars were reported on in the Newsletter,

v. 3, no. 5, September 1985).
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Quarrying and Aggregate Production in Hong Kong.

Speaker : M.J. Atherton and C. Maunder (February).

Classification of the Hong Kong Granites
P.J. Strange (March)

Geology of Sheet 7 (Taipo-Shatin area)
R. Addison (April)

Recent Advances in Hong Kong Stratigraphy
C.M. Lee, with contributions by M. Howat,
K.W. Lai and P.S. Nau (May)

Some Geological Features of Hainan
R. Shaw and R.L. Langford (June)

Palynology and its Applications and
Clastic Sedimentology - its Applications
in the Oil and Gas Industry

C.P. Sladen and J. Ince (December)

JOINT MEETING
WITH HKIE
GEOTECHNICAL
GROUP (2nd
Annual Meeting)

LECTURE

VISIT TO GCO	 Visit to the Geological Survey Section of the
Geotechriical Control Office, with presentations
and exhibitions by members of the GSS staff led
by R.S. Arthurton (September)

FIELD
MEETINGS AND
EXCURSIONS

Shenzhen
Castle Peak
Ma Wan
Hainan
High Island
Ping Chau
Ledge Point
Guilin
Lamma Island
Guangdong

(January)
(February)
(March)
(April - 8 days)
(May)
(July)
(October, repeated in November)
(October - 6 days)
(November)
(December - 6 days)

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (May)

FUTURE INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS
(See also Newsletter v. 14, no.
Language English unless otherwise stated. Chinese and English
for meetings in China.

August 8-17, 1986.
ENGERGY RESOURCES IN ASIA, Hong Kong.

(The Co-ordinator, AEMP, Asian Research Service,GPO Box 2232, Hong Kong.)

August 17-22, 1986
CIRCUMPACIFIC ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES (4th Conference), Singapore.

(Circum-pacific Conference IV, do AAPG, P.O. Box 979, Tulsa, OK 74101, U.S.A.)
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September 1-5, 1986
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DEEP FOUNDATIONS, Beijing.

(Comprehensive Institute of Geotechnical Investigation and Surveying,
do Prof. WANG Zhong-qi, 7 Shan Lao Hutong, East City District, Beijing, China.)

October 71 14, 1986
SEA-LEVEL CHANGES AND APPLICATIONS (Symposium), Qingdao.

IGCP Project 200. (Prof. ZHAO Song-ling, Institute of Oceanology,
Academia Sinica, 8 Nan-hai Road, Qingdao, China.)

November 3-7, 1986
ENGINEERING IN COMPLEX ROCK FORMATIONS (International Symposium), Beijing.

(Prof. TAN Tjong-kie, Institute of Geophysics, Academia Sinica, Beijing, China.)

December 15-20, 1986
THE ROLE OF GEOLOGY IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN SOURTI-IEST ASIA

(Geological Society of Hong Kong, do Department of Geography and Geology,
University of Hong Kong.)

April 7-10 1987
DRILLEX 1 87, international conference and exhibition on drilling for the

minerals industry and geotechnical engineering, Stoneleigh, Warwick, England.
(Conference Office, Institution of Mining and Metallurgy,
144 Portland Place, London WiN LIBR, England.)

May 4 ..8, 1987
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT IN
MOUNTAINOUS AREAS, Beijing.

(Prof. WANG Sijing, Organizing Committee, International Symposium on
Engineering Geology, Institute of Geology, Academia Sinica, Beijing,
P.O. Box 634, China.)

July 20-24, 1987
EIGHTH ASIAN REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATION
ENGINEERING, Kyoto

(T. Adachi, Secretary of the 8th ARCSMFE, Kyoto International Conference Hall,
Takara-ike, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan.)

July 31-August 9, 1987
INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR QUATERNARY RESEARCH (12th Congress), Ottawa.

(Dr. V. Morgan, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1.)

August 20-23, 1987
PACIFIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATION (16th Congress), Seoul. Section B:
Solid Earth Sciences

(Prof. Bong Kyuri Kim, Department of Geological Sciences, College of Natural
Sciences, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea.)

August 26-29, 1987
PACIFIC RIM CONGRESS: Geology, structure, mineralisation and economics
of the Pacific Rim

(Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, P.O. Box 731, Toowong, Qld 4006,
Australia.) Some reply cards available from GSHK Secretary.

August 30-September 14, 1987
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR ROCK MECHANICS (6th International Congress).
Montreal
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(Prof. B. Ladariyi, Department of Civil Engineering, Ecole Polytechriique,
Box 6079, Stn. A. Montreal, Canada H3C 3A7.)

August 31-September 3, 1987
SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERING (9th European Conference), Dublin

(Dr. T. Orr, Civil Engineering Department, Trinity College, Dublin 2, Ireland.)

JOURNAL OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN EARTH SCIENCES

From the publisher (Pergamon Press) :-

Geoscientific literature in English for most parts of Southeast
Asia is limited and the Journal of Southeast Asian Earth Sciences is launched
to fulfill this long-felt need amongst earth scientists for a geoscientific
journal to serve and to assist in the promotion of the geoscientific
development in Southeast Asia.

The Journal of Southeast Asian Earth Sciences is an international
interdisciplinary journal devoted to all aspects of research related to the
earth sciences in Southeast Asia. Papers featured will include the results
of research on regional geology, economic geology, geochemistry, petroleum
geology, petrology, palaeontology, geophysics (seismology, magnetics,

electrical and gravity), structure, tectonics, geomorphology, engineering
geology, Quaternary geology and analysis of sedimentary basins.

The geographical area covered by the journal is taken to include
Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, Kampuchea, Laos, Southern China, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and the Philippines.

The journal will be primarily devoted to research papers but short
communications relating to new developments of broad interest, book reviews
and technical reports of meetings will also be included. In addition, the
journal will welcome reviews and bibliographies/abstracts of important
communications written originally in local Southeast Asian languages.

Submission of papers for publication will be welcomed. Contributors
should send three copies of completed manuscripts to the Editor-in-Chief.

Editor-in-Chief : B.K. Tan,
Department of Geology,
University of Malaya,
59100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Subscription Information

The first issue of the Journal of Southeast Asian Earth Sciences is due in 1986.

Published quarterly
Annual subscription (1986)
Two-year rate (1986/87)

Send orders or enquiries to -

Pergamon Press, Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 OBW, England.
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

7-14 June

SEA LEVEL CHANGES IN HONG KONG DURING THE LAST
140,000 YEARS.

The provisional list of speakers and topics includes

T.S. Cheng (Royal Observatory) Sea-level changes during
the last 80 years.

R. Cheung (Engineering Development Department) Evidence
for sea-level changes from the North Lantao
Airport Replacement Study.

W. Meacham (Hong Kong Archaeological Society) Archaeological
evidence for sea-level changes.

C.D.R. Evans (British Geological Survey) Holocene marine
sedimentation and erosion in Hong Kong waters -
evidence from seismic profiles.

M.D. Howat (Mass Transit Railway Corporation) Geotechnical
evidence for sea-level changes in Hong Kong.

B.S. Morton (University of Kong Kong) Eiological evidence
for sea-level changes.

W.S.-S. Yim (University of Hong Kong) A sea-level curve
for Hong Konc, diring the last 140,000years.

Members of the Society wishing to attend are asked to
register as soon as possible, using the reply slip
enclosed, if they have not already done so..

EXCURSION TO TAIWAN

31 May
Saturday

2:00 p.m. -
5:30 p.m.

Booking now closed. Enquiries about possible last-minute
places to Paul Cheung, K-7216062.

29 June
Sunday

Dep. Ma Liu
Shui (Chinese
University)
ferry pier at
9:30 a.m.
Arrive back
about 5:30 p.m.

Field excursion to CHEK CHAU (PORT ISLAND). A rare
chance to visit this beautiful and uninhabited island,
type locality of the Port Island Formation.

Cost : Members $35 accompanying persons $145.

Return reply slip in this issue, with payment,
to P.S. Nau, Dept. of Geography & Geology,
University of Hong Kong. (Tel. 5-8592832).
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TEACHER'S GROUP FIELD-TRIP TO CENTRAL CHINA IN LATE JULY

Tentative Itinerary (Estimated cost : HK$2500)

July 17 (Thursday) to July 31 (Thursday) (1 2! days inclusive)

I
Day 1 (17)
Day 2 (18)
Day 3 (19)
Day 14 (20)
Day 5 (21)
Day 6 (22)
Day 7 (23)
Day 8 (214)
Day 9 (25)
Day 10 (26)
Day 11 (27)
Day 12 (28)
Day 13 (29)
Day 124 (30)
Day 15 (31)

leave H.K. by night ferry to Guangzhou
reach Guangzhou by early morning, fly to Yichang (g	 )at 12:50 p.m.
visit Gezhouba (_j-)
visit Sandouping (	 ) and stay at Shennong,jia (* 	 -a-)
visit Shennongjia
visit along Changjiang	 by boat up to Zigui
along Changjiang up to Wushan (iJ )
along Changjiang up to Fengjie (c
from Fengjie across mountains to Enshi
to Dajong (kj-)
visit Zhangjiajie ( 	 -'r--)
visit the largest limestone cave in China
go to Changsha (')rc
reach Guangzhou by train
return Hong Kong by through-train

** Transport without specification is by coach.

The main interest include folding, faulting, mass wasting, limestone
features, fossils, stratigraphy, temperate forest, and water conservancy projects;
plus the beautiful scenery.

Hong Kong leader : Mr. Nau P.S.

Local leader	 : Yichang Geological Research Bureau (translation)

There may still be a limited number of places available, when this
issue of the Newsletter appears, and if so applications from members of the
society who are not members of the Teacher's Group will be considered. The
reply slip contained in this issue should be sent without delay to

Miss POON Yuen-han,
18 Tong Shui Road, 24/F, Flat 510,
North Point,
Hong Kong.
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IREPLY SLIP]	 -

MEETING ON SEA LEVEL CHANGES IN HONG KONG DURING THE LAST 40,000 YEARS

Name & Title
	

Tel. No.

Affiliation

Address

I wish to attend the meeting and enclose a crossed cheque for
$20* to cover the cost of attendance, refreshments and handouts.

Signature

* Payable to - 'Geological Society of Hong Kong'
Please return this slip to the Geological Soceity,
do Department of Geography & Geology, University of Hong Kong,
Pokfulam Road, Hong Konz-

LPLY SLIPI CHEK CHAU (PORT ISLAND)

I/We wish to attend the Chek Chau field meeting on June 19th.

NAME(S):

NAME(S) OF ACCOMPANYING PERSON(S):

I/We enclose payment of $
(Cheque payable to Geological Society of Hong Kong - see under Forthcoming
Meetings for cost)

Contact Telephone No.

If any proposed accompanying persons are under age 16,
please give age in brackets.

Please return this slip to the Geological Society,
do Department of Geography & Geology, University of Hong Kong,
Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong.

IREPLY SLIP] - FIELD—TRIP TO CENTRAL CHINA ORGANIZED BY THE TEACHERS GROUP

I/We are members of the Society and am/are interested in joining the trip to
China. I/We understand that personal particulars and payment shall reach the
responsible person about one week after notification of acceptance.

Name(s):

Address:

Occupation

Send completed slip to

Miss POON Yuen—han,
18 Tong Shui Road, 4/F, Flat 510,
North Point,
Hong Kong.

Tel. No.
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